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This is one of the greatest celebrations 
of the year and a result that we are 
immensely proud of as a charity. 

Another major highlight was winning 
a number of notable awards. We won 
Charity of the Year (for larger charities) 
in the Charity Times Awards which 
was a major achievement! Kainos 
Community (part of the Langley 
House Trust Group) became an award-
winning charity when it secured an 
Enabling Environments Award. Kainos 
Community continues to deliver 
transformational work in prisons to 
help men challenge and change 
their behaviour and is a key part of 
Langley’s offering. 

There were some low points however. 
One of the saddest events of the year 
was closing our first project, Elderfield 
(Winchester). A few years ago, local 
government cuts meant that we 
lost our local authority funding for 
Elderfield. Despite best efforts since 
then to secure sustainable funding, this 
was not forthcoming and Elderfield 
finally closed its doors in May. It is 
never easy to close a project and we 
still give thanks for the sterling work of 
the Elderfield staff team who worked 
so hard with clients to help them find 
alternative accommodation. 

It was a year of a change in other areas 
as well. Approximately half of Langley’s 
services are now spent on working 
with men coming from prison with 
care needs. As a result, we undertook a 

This last financial year (2018-
2019) can be summed up by 
two words – celebration and 
challenge! Whilst every good 
Chair and CEO would much 
rather have more of the former, 
the latter is to be expected in 
a changing Criminal Justice 
world with constant threats 
to funding and a turbulent 
political environment.
The achievements in the year were 
significant and included celebrating 
Langley House Trust’s 60th anniversary. 
We were delighted to be graced by the 
presence of Her Royal Highness The 
Princess Royal at our last Annual Review 
Launch. It was also immensely moving 
to see our clients receive awards for 
making progress whilst with us. One of 
those clients was first arrested when 
he was just 10 years old and spent 
a lifetime of trouble with the police 
before coming to Langley. He is now 
living crime-free in the community, 
working full-time and has shared his 
story on multiple occasions, including 
to a group of magistrates!

It is stories and successes like these 
that make our work so satisfying and 
rewarding, despite the challenges that 
we have faced. Now in our 61st year, we 
have worked with over 11,000 men and 
women, helping them to live crime-free. 

review of staffing responsibilities at projects 
delivering care to strengthen our ability in this 
area. This impacted over 50% of our staff and 
was a significant undertaking for us as you 
can well imagine. We equally went through 
a number of central restructures following 
funding changes, leading to the loss of a 
number of central roles. It is always hard to 
say goodbye to colleagues and this was a 
significant challenge we faced in the year.  

Against this backdrop then, it is remarkable 
that we achieved an Investors in People 
Gold award for the second time in a row 
this summer! We were assessed against a 
much harder set of criteria which makes 
this achievement even more special. Hot off 
the press (as of October 2019), we also won 

‘Care and Support Provider of the Year’ in the 
24Housing Awards. 

Moving forward, we are travelling on an 
exciting road. Clean Sheet, an agile and 
highly successful charity helping people with 
convictions into work, became part of the 
Langley Group in June. We are also in the 
midst of setting up a new care service for 
female ex-offenders in London, working in 
partnership with an NHS Trust. Both of these 
areas are new territories for us but ones which 
will help us to grow and expand our impact 
to help change lives of people in the Criminal 
Justice System. 

As a Christian charity, working with people 
of all faiths and none, we are immensely 
grateful to God for His faithfulness, protection 
and provision throughout the last year. We 
look forward to what this next year will hold. 
Thank you for being part of our journey. 

PROUD TO SEE 
LIVES CHANGED 

EVERY DAY

PROUD TO LEAD AN 
AWARD-WINNING 

CHARITY
TRACY WILD - CEO

MALCOLM HAYES - CHAIR

Names and pictures have been changed throughout this document to protect the 
idenitiy of those in our care.
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themselves and a perception that 
they are more at home in prison than 
in the outside world. We work with 
men through our Kainos Community 
Challenge to Change programme, 
providing a 24/7 tailored programme 
for 6 months that helps men to 
challenge and change their thinking 
and behaviour. We also provide 
specialist advice in prisons across the 
West Midlands and South East through 
our Ixion project which advises men 
on issues relating to debt, gambling, 
housing and reintegration into society 
for long-sentenced prisoners. 

Despite the barriers and challenges 
our clients face, we see significant and 
lasting change in many of our clients’ 
lives. Over 76% of clients surveyed in our 
annual client survey said that Langley 
was helping them to address their 
offending behaviour. 95% of clients seen 
by Ixion with debt issues had successful 
outcomes. Challenge to Change 
achieved over 113% graduations from 
the programme (with 51 participants 
graduating from a target of 45). 90% of 
clients said that they would recommend 
Langley's services to others. 

When interviewing some of our clients, 
they said:  

“They get you on the right path to 
help you.” –Mike

“The best bit has been getting on with 
people.” –Martyn

“They’ve built my confidence up. They 
couldn’t do enough to help me. They 
sat down with me and talked about 
the opportunities available to me. 
Without Langley I wouldn’t be here 
now.” –Peter

“The sense of belonging at Langley has 
helped. Staff, residents – everyone 
treats each other as part of the family. 
It’s been thoroughly enjoyable.” –Peter

One of the greatest achievements 
for us as a charity is when our clients 
succeed in living crime-free in the 
community. We worked with almost 
1000 men and women and in the 
Criminal Justice System in 2018-19, 
with a reconviction rate of less than 
3% for those in our housing – one of 
the lowest rates in the country. 

This is an eye-watering statistic! 
Especially when you consider the 
barriers that our clients have to 
overcome to move forward with their 
lives and live crime-free. 

Men coming to our registered care 
homes, for instance, often have 
significant and enduring mental health 
and physical care needs. Some have 
been in institutions for decades – it 
is not atypical for someone to have 
spent 25+ years in prison. Consequently, 
when they come to Langley, they often 
have little independence, can be highly 
dependent on staff, lack basic life skills 
and have little hope or aspirations for 
the future. 

Other clients who come to us in our 
supported housing services have 
addiction issues, mental health issues 
and might have never lived crime-free 
in the community before. Some believe 
they will make it, others don’t. Many are 
vulnerable to previous connections and 
influences that would see them return 
to a destructive lifestyle and crime. 

In prisons, the men we work with 
have a range of challenges, including 
previous drug use, a lack of belief in 
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VISION 
MISSION

We believe all people are made in God’s image, 
loved by him regardless, called into community, 
offered renewal by his grace and promised his glory.

It also includes encouraging change and 
believing in the potential of people, whatever 
their background.

Every ex-offender helped means a step closer to 
making our vision and mission a reality. 

Ultimately, this means safer communities, fewer 
victims and restored lives. 

& VALUES   
Our vision is for a crime-free society where no-one 
is unfairly disadvantaged or excluded because of 
their past.

As a Christian, our mission is to support people 
who have offended or who are at risk of offending 
so that they reintegrate into society, live crime-free 
and thrive.

The Christian basis of the Trust gives us strong 
shared values and beliefs, whilst we remain 
committed to working with people of all faiths 
and none. 
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yourself out. I didn’t want to tell my 
dad about my mental illness. I see a 
psychiatrist now and that’s helped so 
much. The only reason I’ve done that 
is because [Langley] took me to those 
meetings. Langley has really put me 
on the right track. 

“It took a long time for me to build 
trust with the staff. I had never had 
someone help me just because they 
wanted to help me. Whenever anyone 
helped me before it was because they 
wanted to get something out of it. But 
[Langley] didn’t want nothing from 
me. My support worker just wanted to 
help me. She was a godly person. She 
showed me that people do want to 
help people and don’t want anything 
back. She was the one who put me on 
the right track. 

“Being made the [client] rep for my 
project made me feel brilliant. I felt 
like someone had trusted me with 
something. All my life I never felt 
like that, never felt like someone 
wanted me or took care of me. Now, 
someone’s trusted me with this, I can 
put input into other people’s lives. It’s 
about what other people need to say.

“What’s my hope for the future? I’m 
not sure yet. I’m still trying to sort 
everything out in my head. I’m trying to 
be better tomorrow than I was today. 

“I’ve only got good things to say 
about Langley. They’ve done so 
much for me. If it wasn’t for Langley, 
I’d be back in prison.” –Mike

Mike* was in trouble with the police 
from the age of 18 to the age of 48. 

A former drug user and habitually 
in and out of prison for about 25 
years, he was more used to prison life 
than life in the community. Having 
come to Langley last year, his life has 
taken a significant turn for the better. 

“Life was terrible before coming to 
Langley. I’ve got four children that 
I don’t talk to because of the way I 
acted. I was in trouble with the police 
from about the age of 18 to the age 
of 48. I lost so much because of my 
actions. I never started taking drugs 
until I was in my 30s. I did that because 
I lost contact with my ex-wife and my 
children. At the time [when] you’re 
covering up with drugs you’re getting 
a false happiness. As soon as you come 
down from that day, you’re twice as 
worse off than you was. 

“In the last 30 years, I’ve probably spent 
about 25 years in prison. I knew people, 
I had friends there. When I came out 
I was pining to go back. Now it’s far 
from that. Because I’ve been given the 
support, it fills me with dread to think 
that that could happen again.

“I’ve been diagnosed with paranoid 
schizophrenia – I got diagnosed with 
that later in life. I didn’t tell anyone 
when I started hearing voices and 
seeing things. I thought that people 
would say that I’m a “fruitcake”. I 
grew up in a family where a man 
was meant to be a man. You sorted 



CLIENT
SURVEY 

1. HMP Haverigg  
(Kainos Programme)

2. ‘Longcroft’ Lancaster
3. ‘Park View’ Fleetwood
4. ‘Tekoa House’ Rochdale
5. ‘Chatterton Hey’ Bury
6. ‘Box Tree’ Bradford

7. ‘Ashdene’  Wakefield
8. ‘Murray Lodge’ Coventry
9. ‘The Knole’ Cheltenham
10. ‘House Of St. Martin’ Taunton
11. ‘Leonard Stocks Centre’  Torquay
12. ‘Dorado’  Various Locations London
13. ‘Luton’ Various Locations
14. ‘Bedford’ Various Locations
15. ‘The Shrubbery’ Rochester
16. ‘Kent Resettlement Project’
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76%
clients surveyed said 
the Trust was helping 
them to address their 
offending behaviour

81%
clients surveyed said 
that they felt the Trust 
considered their views 
(the highest figure in the 
last five years)

84%
clients surveyed said that 
keyworking sessions were 
having a positive impact 
on their lives

90%
clients surveyed said that 
they would recommend 
the Trust's services to 
others (the highest figure 
in the last five years)

"Langley has helped me to stop offending. 
They have provided stability and support and I am 
living crime-free for the first time in five years."

Client survey undertaken in late 2018

278 responses received

Second highest response rate in last five years

  TOP 
 LINE 
RESULTS

13
WHERE  
     WE ARE...

72%
clients surveyed rated the 
quality of their room as 
good or excellent

79%
clients surveyed rated 
the Trust’s services as 
good or excellent

84%
clients surveyed felt at 
home at the Trust – the 
highest level of responses 
in the last five years

97%
clients surveyed said that 
they knew who to talk to 
if they had a problem
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“Since arriving at [Langley] it has been 
commented on by everyone involved 
that this is the best he has been 
in a long time. He has since been 
moved to MAPPA Level 1 due to our 
management of John. 

“We have had reports from MAPPA 
professionals, and others who have 
worked with him for over 10 years, that 
this is the best he has ever been. He fully 
engages with all of the staff team and 
goes out regularly. John has said that 
this is “the happiest [he’s] been in a long 
time” and enjoys living at the [project]. 

“He has attended medical 
appointments and been out of the 
project with staff on a regular basis. 
Previously he would spend time solely 
in his room. John would also fixate 
on one person, namely his keyworker, 
and only interact with that person. 
However at [our project] he fully 
engages with all of the staff team and 
has been on trips out with multiple 
members of staff. 

“His personal hygiene can be extremely 
poor. John reported that he had 
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder after 
an incident with his adoptive mother 
injuring him in a bath. However, since 
being at the project, he has managed 
to take a bath which sounds incredibly 
small but for John, this is huge for him. 

“This is the longest period of time 
that he has remained in the 
community for much of his  
adult life.”

The journey to a crime-free life for 
our clients is a steeplechase rather 
than a sprint. Many times, our 
clients need multiple chances at our 
projects to succeed. 

John* is one such man. His start to 
life was tragic – he experienced 
physical abuse in his biological family 
and sexual abuse in his adopted 
family. As a result, he grew up with 
ingrained behaviours and started to 
use personas to manage feelings of 
powerlessness and insecurity. He has 
spent his life in institutions. 

John first came to Langley in 2017 to 
one of our care homes in the north. 
Despite working with him, he failed to 
settle and he ended up being recalled. 
But we didn’t close the door on John. 
We know that sometimes our clients 
need repeated chances before they 
start to make progress. And in 2019, he 
came to Langley again, to one of our 
care homes in the south. He has been 
making considerable progress since 
then, so much so that his risk level has 
been downgraded from level 3, the 
highest level in the Multiple Agency 
Public Protection Arrangements 
(MAPPA) to the lowest level – level 1. 

Speaking about John’s story, one staff 
member said:

“John has always struggled to fit into 
society due to a number of factors. 
His use of personas over the years has 
become more extreme. He has spent 
most of his life in a custodial setting. 
When out in the community he has 
reported a lot of social isolation, anxiety 
and inability to speak to other people.
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accreditation is the sign of a great 
employer, and an organisation 
committed to achieving success by 
realising the potential of their people. 
Langley House Trust should be 
extremely proud of their achievement.”

Commenting on the award, Tracy Wild, 
CEO, said:

“I am absolutely delighted that Langley 
has secured the Investors in People 
Gold Award. We were reassessed 
against a much harder standard 
this time round which makes this 
achievement even more special. This 
is the second time in a row that we 
have secured the Gold standard. I 
am truly proud to be leading a great 
organisation with such committed staff.”

ENABLING ENVIRONMENTS 
AWARD

Kainos Community’s programme, 
Challenge to Change, has secured 
its Enabling Environments award 
for the full three years. Enabling 
Environments is about projects 
creating and sustaining a positive 
and effective social environment 
that benefits clients and staff. The 
accreditation was originally given in 
2017 and recognised the ‘outstanding’ 
work of the Kainos team in creating 
an environment where positive 
relationships flourish. After Kainos 
submitted its interim report, Enabling 
Environments confirmed the 
accreditation for the full three years. 

CARE AND SUPPORT PROVIDER 
OF THE YEAR AWARD

Langley was named Care and Support 
Provider of the Year in the 24Housing 
Awards in October 2019!

Now in its sixth year, the 24Housing 
Awards aim to celebrate the very 
best that the housing sector has 
to offer. It recognises “outstanding 
organisations and individuals who 
have demonstrated their ability to 
thrive in the new housing landscape.” 
Judges were also looking for entries 
which demonstrated value for money 
money, best practice, successful 
outcomes and originality.

Langley was pitted against nine other 
housing associations in the prestigious 
category which was sponsored by the 
Longhurst Group, a leading housing 
group and UK top developer in the 
Midlands and East of England. 

Speaking about the award, Tracy Wild, 
CEO, said: 

“I am thrilled that we have won such 
a prestigious award. The award is all 
the more special to us as it underlines 
the transforming work we do with our 
clients and all of us in Langley House 
Trust are passionate to see their lives 
changed for the better.”

It’s been a season of awards this year 
for Langley House Trust and Kainos 
Community!

INVESTORS IN PEOPLE

We are delighted that Langley House 
Trust achieved the Investors in People 
Gold award for the second time in a 
row this summer!

Investors in People is the international 
standard for people management, 
defining what it takes to lead, support 
and manage people effectively to 
achieve sustainable results. 

Langley has held Investors in People 
status for over a decade. We first 
achieved the Gold standard in 2016 for 
three years. By the time we were due 
to be reassessed, Investors in People 
had rewritten its criteria and created 
a much harder standard with a higher 
pass mark. 

As an organisation, Langley had also 
been through a number of significant 
organisational changes. These 
included reshaping roles in our care 
projects to better meet the needs of 
our clients (impacting over 50% of our 
staff ), restructuring our central services 
team following funding changes and 
going through the painful process of 
having to close down our first project 
due to a lack of sustainable funding. 

Against this backdrop, it is even more 
of an achievement to secure the 
Investors in People Gold award. Our 
Investors in People Gold status will last 
until 2022.  

Paul Devoy, Head of Investors in 
People, said: 

“We’d like to congratulate Langley 
House Trust. Investors in People AWARDS
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themselves and a perception that 
they are more at home in prison than 
in the outside world. We work with 
men through our Kainos Community 
Challenge to Change programme, 
providing a 24/7 tailored programme 
for 6 months that helps men to 
challenge and change their thinking 
and behaviour. We also provide 
specialist advice in prisons across the 
West Midlands and South East through 
our Ixion project which advises men 
on issues relating to debt, gambling, 
housing and reintegration into society 
for long-sentenced prisoners. 

Despite the barriers and challenges 
our clients face, we see significant and 
lasting change in many of our clients’ 
lives. Over 76% of clients surveyed in 
our annual client survey said that the 
Trust was helping them to address their 
offending behaviour. 95% of clients 
seen by Ixion debt issues had successful 
outcomes. Challenge to Change 
achieved over 113% graduations from 
the programme (with 51 participants 
graduating from a target of 45). 90% of 
clients said that they would recommend 
the Trust’s services to others. 

When interviewing some of our clients, 
they said:  

“They get you on the right path to 
help you.” –Mike

“The best bit has been getting on with 
people.” –Martyn

“They’ve built my confidence up. They 
couldn’t do enough to help me. They 
sat down with me and talked about 
the opportunities available to me. 
Without Langley I wouldn’t be here 
now.” –Peter

“The sense of belonging at Langley has 
helped. Staff, residents – everyone 
treats each other as part of the family. 
It’s been thoroughly enjoyable.” –Peter

One of the greatest achievements 
for us as a charity is when our clients 
succeed in living crime-free in the 
community. We worked with almost 
1000 men and women and in the 
Criminal Justice System in 2018-19, 
with a reconviction rate of less than 
3% for those in our housing – one of 
the lowest rates in the country. 

This is an eye-watering statistic! 
Especially when you consider the 
barriers that our clients have to 
overcome to move forward with their 
lives and live crime-free. 

Men coming to our registered care 
homes, for instance, often have 
significant and enduring mental health 
and physical care needs. Some have 
been in institutions for decades – it 
is not atypical for someone to have 
spent 25+ years in prison. Consequently, 
when they come to Langley, they often 
have little independence, can be highly 
dependent on staff, lack basic life skills 
and have little hope or aspirations for 
the future. 

Other clients who come to us in our 
supported housing services have 
addiction issues, mental health issues 
and might have never lived crime-free 
in the community before. Some believe 
they will make it, others don’t. Many are 
vulnerable to previous connections and 
influences that would see them return 
to a destructive lifestyle and crime. 

In prisons, the men we work with 
have a range of challenges, including 
previous drug use, a lack of belief in 
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Clean Sheet, a leading national charity for the employment of ex-offenders, 
has become part of the Langley House Trust Group. The takeover took place 
in June 2019 and will be a great addition to the Group, helping to grow the 
opportunities for people with convictions to find employment. 

After housing, sustainable employment is the most important proven pathway 
for successfully rehabilitating ex-offenders. Clean Sheet’s addition to the Group 
adds to previous mergers and takeovers which have seen Langley’s work grow 
and expand into new geographical areas and into prisons.OXLEAS

& NHS 
Earlier this year, Langley was successfully awarded an NHS contract to set up a care service 
in London specifically for female ex-offenders. This new service will enable us to achieve a 
long-held ambition to open a tailored care service for women in the Criminal Justice System. 
While there is provision for men with care needs coming from prison, the care provision for 
women is few and far between. 

The service will provide 24/7 support in London for at least 10 women in the community for 
a minimum of two years. The innovative new service will combine Langley’s experience of 
delivering care services to ex-offenders with NHS expertise. The contract was awarded by 
the Oxleas NHS Foundation Trust. 

Speaking about the new service, CEO Tracy Wild said: 

“I am delighted that Langley has secured this contract. It is a great opportunity to expand 
our housing services to create a dedicated project for female ex-offenders with care needs. 
We look forward to working with Oxleas NHS Foundation Trust to deliver this service and to 
helping women reintegrate into society after prison.” Founder Jane Gould started the charity in 2010. It has grown from humble beginnings working in one prison 

to a national charity providing employment support and advice to men and women across the country. With 
a team of around just 12 people, it has already helped over 285 people into employment in 2019. 

Speaking about the takeover, CEO Tracy Wild, said:

“Clean Sheet is a highly successful and respected charity in the Criminal Justice Sector. They deliver successful 
and sustainable employment outcomes for people who have been in prison. Their values are very much 
aligned with ours. We are delighted that Clean Sheet has become part of the Langley House Trust Group.”
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against considerable odds and never 
lose sight of the fact that each of our 
clients and staff members are precious 
and valuable in the sight of God. We 
remain committed to working with 
people of all faiths and none and 
meeting our clients where they are at 
on their faith journey – whether they 
share our Christian basis or not. 

“So as we approach the future, I know 
that we are doing so from a strong 
and firm foundation which is a great 
comfort and blessing. I am excited 
about seeing our new care service for 
female ex-offenders come to life. We 
will look to expand our work in prisons 

– whether that is through Challenge 
to Change or finding opportunities 
to deliver more specialist advice on 
housing, debt and finance. We will 
grow the employment opportunities 
available to our clients (and to men 
and women in the Criminal Justice 
System) through Clean Sheet. We 
will continue to deliver high quality 
care services and look to expand 
these further so that we can meet 
the growing need for care for people 
coming out of prison. We will look to 
grow our supported housing services 
so that more people can be housed 
when they come out of prison. 

“In all of this, we will hold up the belief 
and hope that someone’s future does 
not have to be shaped by their past 
and we will continue to trust God in all 
that we do. 

“Here’s to a bright and exciting 
2019-2020!”

Tracy Wild, CEO, shares her hopes 
and plans for the future of Langley 
House Trust as she takes a final look 
back at the year. 

“If I had to choose a favourite 
fairground ride, I wouldn’t choose a 
rollercoaster! The pace, speed and 
changes are said to be exhilarating but 
tend to leave me feeling queasy and a 
little bit unwell! 

“The rollercoaster experience, however, 
is not dissimilar to the journey that 
Langley has been on as a charity in this 
last financial year. It’s not often that 
within the space of 12 months you 
celebrate your 60th anniversary, see 
a major grant ended due to funding 
changes, have to close your first 
project due to a lack of sustainable 
funding, restructure your central 
services team and then get awarded 
a contract to run a brand new service! 
And even that brief snapshot doesn’t 
capture all the events of the year.

“Thankfully 2018-2019 was not a 
typical year! As we move forward, I 
am pleased that we are building on a 
strong and firm foundation – we are 
an award-winning charity, we have 
incredibly committed staff, proven 
outcomes that reduce reoffending 
and at the very heart of everything, we 
believe that people can change. 

“I am immensely grateful that it’s our 
Christian basis and ethos that helps 
us to consistently go the extra mile, 
keep hoping when there seems no 
natural reason to do so, persevere 



Trustees who served throughout 2018-19:

The AB Charitable Trust

The Clothworkers Foundation

The David Pickford Charitable Trust

The Garrison Church Plate Fund

The G M Morrison Charitable Trust

The Hanley Trust

The Maurice & Hilda Laing Charitable Trust

The PF Charitable Trust

Our thanks go to all our grant-making trusts and funders, all our individual donors and supporters, those 
who have fundraised for us and churches across the country – we really appreciate your support. 35+5+11+2+44+1+2

34+4+11+2+46+1+2
Operating Income 2018-19 – Total £12.33m

Social housing 

lettings £4.2m

Supporting people 

income £0.6m

Ministry of Justice 

funding £1.4m

Signposting Service

£0.3m

Care and spot 

funding £5.6m

Other charitable 

activities £0.03m

Voluntary income 

£0.2m

1.70.3

11.6

4.6

33.8

Operating Expenditure 2018-19 – Total £12.6m

Social housing 

lettings £4.5m

Supporting people 

income £0.6m

Ministry of Justice 

funding £1.4m

Signposting Service

£0.2m

Care and spot 

funding £5.6m

Other charitable 

activities £0.1m

Voluntary income 

£0.2m

2.1

45.9 %

1.60.4

11.3

4.9

35.4

1.6

44.8 %

FINANCEKainos Community Income:
Donations and Legacies £23,069
Charitable Activities £314,818

Kainos Community Expenditure:
Charitable Activities £378,929

Design and photography by SPREAD CREATIVE

Malcolm Hayes B.Sc (Hons) F.I. Chem.E, FCII, C.Eng. C.dip A.F
Philip Hilton MA (Cantab) PhD
Denise Sanderson-Estcourt FCIPD
Piers Feilden MBE, BSc (until 26th Sept 2018)
Andrew Newell MBA, FCIB 
Robert Clarke LLB (Hons), PGDM (until 19th July 2018)
Michael Maiden BA, CQSW, DMS
Sandra Keene CBE, BSc, DSW, CQSW

Ruth Williams R.N. DipN (Lon), MSc 
Amanda Coyle MSc, MBA, TksA
(co-opted from 24 Jan 2018. Trustee from 16th May 2018)
Stephen Cooper ACIB
(co-opted from 26 Sept 2018. Trustee from 13th March 2019)
Stephen Lawes BA, ACA
(co-opted from 23 Jan 2019. Trustee from 20th May 2019)

THANK
        YOU

The Shone No 2 Charitable Trust

The Summerfield Charitable Trust

The Tay Charitable Trust

The Velnoweth Good Companions Trust

Wakefield and District Health and Community

The West Midlands Police and Crime 
Commissioner (Police Crime Commission 
Active Citizens Fund)

OUR SINCERE THANKS 
GO TO OUR TRUSTEES, 
STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS 
FOR ALL THEIR HARD 
WORK, DEDICATION 
AND COMMITMENT 
THROUGHOUT 2018-19

We are extremely grateful for all those who have 
generously supported and funded our work.
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